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 Premise:  In general, wealth should be subject 
to the federal transfer tax system each 
generation.

 GST Tax is imposed on defined generation 
skipping transfers subject to the gift or estate 
tax when the transfer would otherwise allow 
assets to pass more than one generation 
without an additional tax.

 The “skip” in generation-skip does NOT mean 
that a generation of descendants must be 
“skipped over” as beneficiaries.



 Alice can benefit Betty, Cindy, Debbie and 
Ethan in a GST Trust (See Family Tree)



 In General

 Split Gifts

 Reverse QTIP Election



 A Natural Person assigned to a generation 
two or more below the generation assignment 
of the transferor

OR

 A trust, if all interests in such trust are held 
by skip persons or if after the transfer no 
distribution may at any time be made to a 
non-skip person







 For those persons who are descendants of 
the transferor’s grandparents or of the 
grandparents of the transferor’s spouse or 
former spouse, compare the number of actual 
generations between the grandparent and the 
donee with those between the grandparent 
and the transferor.  If the number is greater 
than 2, then the person is a “skip person”.



 Any person who has ever been married to the 
transferor is in the same generation as the 
transferor regardless of age

 Relationships by the half-blood are the same 
as by the whole blood

 Relationships by legal adoption are the same 
as relationships by blood

 If a person could be assigned to more than 
one generation under these rules, they are 
assigned to the lowest one.



 Although Gloria is more than 12.5 years 
younger than Jay, she is his spouse and 
therefore the same generation.

 Even though Haley is older than Manny, 
Manny is in a higher generation than she is 
for purposes of transfers from Jay.  Manny is 
treated as Jay’s child (child of his wife), and 
Haley is his grandchild.



 For all transfers, if the transferee is a descendant 
of the transferor/spouse, in computing a direct 
skip, a deceased individual’s descendants move 
up a generation.

 For certain transfers, the predeceased parent 
move-up rule applies in computing taxable 
terminations and taxable distributions if the 
predeceased parent died before the original 
transfer subject to gift or estate tax

 If the transferor has no descendants, can also 
apply to nieces, nephews etc.



 For persons other than lineal descendants of 
the transferor’s/spouse’s grandparents, a 
generation is based on 25 year spans.

 Persons 0-12.5 years younger than the 
transferor are in the same generation as the 
transferor

 Persons 12.5-37.5 years younger than the 
transferor are 1 generation lower 

 Persons more than 37.5 years younger than 
the transferor are 2 or more generations 
lower and are “skip persons”



Once a GST transfer happens with respect to a 
trust (e.g. a direct skip or a taxable 
termination), the transferor is moved down to 
the generation immediately above the highest 
generation person who has an interest in the 
trust immediately after such transfer.





 GST Tax applies to all generation skipping 
transfers made after October 22, 1986.

 Lifetime transfers made between September 
25, 1985 and October 23, 1986 are treated 
as made on October 23, 1986.

 Pre-1985 Irrevocable Trusts are not subject 
to GST tax as long as no additions were made 
and the trust was not modified thereafter.

 Gallo Trusts



 Transfer to a Skip Person

 Only 1 tax imposed, even if donee is more 
than two generations below the transferor

 Direct gift to a grandchild ore more remote 
descendant (or to another skip individual)

 Gift to a trust that has no non-skip 
beneficiaries



 Termination by death, lapse of time, release of 
power or otherwise) of an interest in a trust 
unless:
◦ A non-skip person has an interest in the trust, or
◦ At no time after the termination may distribution be 

made to a skip person (e.g. termination of a Charitable 
Remainder Trust)

 No Taxable termination occurs if at the time the 
interest is terminated there is a transfer subject 
to estate or gift tax (e.g. the death of a holder of 
a general power of appointment).

 Partial Termination



 A Distribution from a trust to a skip person, 
other than a direct skip or a taxable 
termination



 Each taxpayer has an exemption from the 
GST tax that can be applied during life or at 
death to protect transfers, including transfers 
to trusts, from the GST Tax.

 Currently is equal to the unified credit 
exclusion amount.

 In 2019, it is $11,400,000 ($10,000,000 
adjusted for inflation after 2016).



 For lifetime transfers, on a gift tax return, 
including one for the year of death.

 For transfers at death, on Schedule R of the 
706.

 Via the Automatic Allocation rules

 Can only be allocated to transfers for which 
the taxpayer is the transferor



 For transfers to trusts, the transferor may elect 
on a form 709 to have the automatic allocation 
rules apply to all transfers to that trust, and 
change the election from time to time

 The reverse is also true – for a trust that would 
qualify for automatic allocation on its own, the 
transferor can elect out of automatic allocation 
rules.

 At death, unallocated GST exemption 
automatically goes to direct skips and then to 
GST Trusts



 How?  On a form 709 or form 706

 Assets are valued as of the date of allocation, 
not the date of transfer

 For assets other than life insurance policies, 
can elect the first day of the month in which 
late allocation occurs



 Estate Tax Inclusion Period (ETIP) occurs 
when after a transfer, the asset would still be 
includible in the transferor’s estate 
immediately after the transfer

 No allocation of GST Exemption is effective 
during an ETIP

 Valuation for ETIP allocation relates to the 
date on which the ETIP ends

 Example:  GRAT



 Example:

The executor allocates to the transfer of 1000 shares 
of Widget Corporation to the XYZ GST Trust such 
portion of the decedent’s GST exemption as will 
result in the lowest possible inclusion ratio for the 
XYZ GST Trust.  Based on the attached valuation of 
Widget Corporation as of the date of decedent’s 
death by Acme Appraisals, Inc., the executor believes 
this amount to be $500,000.



 First, Compute the “Applicable Fraction”

AF = Amount of GST Exemption Allocated

Fair Market Value of Assets Transferred

 Then Compute the “Inclusion Ratio”

IR = 1 – Applicable Fraction

GOAL:  Inclusion Ratio of 1 (Non-Exempt) or 0 (Exempt)



 In the event a trust would have an inclusion 
ratio between 0 and 1 (a partially exempt 
trust or a mixed inclusion ratio), a trust can 
be severed so that one share that is wholly 
exempt and one that is wholly non exempt 
are created.



 If the governing instrument directs severance 
into separate shares, OR

 If the trust or state law permits severance 
AND

 The aggregate terms provide the same interests to the 
beneficiaries before and after severance

 The severance occurs prior to the due date for the 706 
or the 706 reports the severance and funding

 The trusts are severed and funded on a fractional 
basis, or a pecuniary amount severance is required by 
the trust agreement or state law



 For a trust that already exists with a mixed 
inclusion ratio, it can be severed if:
◦ The severance is valid under local law (including by 

court order, by statutory power, by power in the 
trust agreement etc.)

◦ The trust is severed on a factional basis (including a 
formula fraction)

◦ The funding occurs within a reasonable time (less 
than 30 days) after the severance

◦ Qualified Severance filing requirements



 Transfers that are not a gift are not subject to 
GST tax (e.g. a sale)

 Transfers for direct payment of tuition and 
health care are not gifts and are not subject 
to GST tax

 Direct skips that are covered by the gift tax 
annual exclusion have a zero inclusion ratio 
IF they are outright or if they are in trust, the 
trust is exclusively for a single beneficiary 
and it is includible in the beneficiary’s estate



Pot style trusts that qualify for the gift tax 
annual exclusion by granting Crummey powers 
to multiple beneficiaries DO NOT QUALIFY for 
the GST annual exclusion.  An affirmative 
allocation of GST exemption is necessary if the 
transfer to the trust is a direct skip or if future 
GST taxable distributions or terminations may 
occur.



 List direct skips subject to both gift tax and 
GST tax on Schedule A, part 2 of the 
transferor’s form 709

 List indirect skips (e.g. transfers to GST 
Trusts) on Schedule A, part 2 of the 
transferor’s form 709

 For both, complete Schedule D of form 709
◦ List the transfer on part 1

◦ Allocate GST exemption on part 2

◦ Compute tax on part 3











 Trustee files form 706-GS(D-1) with the IRS 
and sends the distributee copy (copy B) to the 
beneficiary by April 15 of the year following 
the distribution

 The beneficiary files form 706-GS(D) with the 
IRS between January 1 and April 15 of the 
calendar year following the distribution







 These are reported on 706-GS(T)

 Trustee files this return with the IRS by April 
15 of the year following the termination





 Direct Skips at death are reported on 
Schedule R of the decedent’s estate tax return 
(Form 706)

 Report direct skips that bear the GST tax on 
part 2 of Schedule R

 Report direct skips that do not bear the GST 
tax on part 3 of Schedule R

 Allocate GST Exemption on Schedule R

 Direct Skips from a trust due to death are 
reported on Schedule R-1



















Gift Tax Example:

Attachment to Form 709, Schedule D, part 3:

The taxpayer hereby allocates to the gifts made to the Chuck 
Donor Education Trust dated 11/1/2018 (EIN 36-22222222), Big 
City Bank, Trustee, listed on Schedule D, part 3, items 5-8 such 
portion of the taxpayer’s GST Exemption as is necessary for that 
portion of the transfers as to which the taxpayer is treated as the 
transferor under Chapter 13 of the Internal Revenue Code to have 
a zero inclusion ratio for generation-skipping transfer tax 
purposes.  The taxpayer believes the aggregate amount to be 
$1,000,000 based upon the value of the gifted assets established 
by the appraisal dated December 15, 2018 by Acme Appraisals, 
Inc. and reported on Schedule A, part 3, items 1-4 of this return.



Estate tax example:

Attachment to Schedule R:
The amount shown on line 9 of Schedule R part 1 
is the estimated GST exemption allocation based 
on the values shown on this return.  Actual GST 
exemption allocated is equal to the value of the 
Chuck Donor Family Trust cacluate as of the date 
of the decedent’s death as such is finally 
determined for federal estate tax purposes.  The 
Executor allocates the minimum amount of GST 
exemption necessary to result in an inclusion ratio 
of zero for the Chuck Donor Family Trust.




